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Abstract: The feature extraction stage of offline signature verification systems is considered critical and 

significantly affects the performance of these systems. The quantity and calibration of the extracted features 

determine the systems' ability to distinguish between real and fake signatures. Using a combination of a 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and a Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG), as well as a feature 

selection technique (Decision Trees) to isolate critical characteristics, we devised a hybrid approach to feature 

extraction from signature photos in this research. At last, we integrated the CNN and HOG approaches. Long 

short-term memory, support vector machine, and K-nearest Neighbor were the three classifiers used to assess 

the hybrid method's effectiveness. Based on the results of the experiments, our proposed model performed 

adequately when tested on the CEDAR dataset, both in terms of efficiency and predictive power. Given that we 

verified expertly fabricated signatures, which are more elusive than other types of forgeries, such as (simple or 

opposite), this precision is considered to be of great importance.We achieved a perfect score of 100 for 

improved signature verification using the project's additions, which include an Xception, a Feature extraction 

method (HOG-RFE), and a Voting Classifier for Dataset analysis. Using CNN and HOG a Multi-Classification 

Approach. To guarantee practical usability in cybersecurity apps, a user-friendly Flask framework with SQLite 

integration makes registration and signin for user testing a breeze.  

Search terms: deep learning, offline signature verification, CNN, and HOG.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Biometrics is the most significant technology approach for identifying persons and assessing their 

power based on their physiological and behavioral traits. The physiological category includes measurements of 

features like ears, fingerprints, iris, and DNA, whereas the behavioral category includes features like expression, 

voice, stride, and signature, and uses them to identify people. One of the most often used biometric verification 

techniques globally is the handwritten signature [1]. As a distinct behavioral biometric, handwritten signatures 

are used in financial papers, passports, credit cards, banking, and check processing. Especially when they are not 

legible, these signatures are a pain to authenticate. Consequently, in order to reduce the likelihood of fraud or 

theft, a system is needed that can differentiate between a real signature and a false one. Although there have 

been numerous studies in this area over the last 30 years, covering everything from expert opinion-based 

verification to machine learning algorithms and, more recently, deep learning algorithms, there is still a great 

deal of room for improvement in offline signature verification systems [2].  

Online techniques are available for automated signature verification [3, 4, 5, 6, 7], whereas offline 

methods are available for use [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. Previous research has shown that using pen-tip pressure, 

velocity, and acceleration in conjunction with offline signature photos makes offline signature verification more 

difficult than using online signatures [1, 2, 8, 10, 11]. The online method is also not applicable in some contexts 

due to the specific processes involved in collecting signatures.  

Many prior studies[12,13,14,15] have shown that signature verification is not easy because handwriting 

signatures contain special letters and symbols that are often unreadable and signer behaviors are dissimilar, even 

though signature verification is the most generally accepted and least extreme biometric method in society 

compared to other biometric methods. Focus on developing a reliable signature system based on real-world 
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scenarios, and examine the signature as a whole rather than breaking it down into its individual letters or 

phrases.  

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
Organizations take the signing procedure very seriously to protect their data from illegal access and to 

guarantee its confidentiality. A typical approach for human verification using biometric characteristics, offline 

handwritten signature research has increased in prominence during the previous decade [1]. The difficulty of 

this approach lies in the fact that no two people can ever sign the same thing exactly the same way, which makes 

it exceedingly difficult to implement. In addition, we are curious in the dataset's characteristics that may impact 

the model's efficiency; specifically, we want to know what characteristics to extract from the signature photos 

using the HOG method. Using the USTig and CEDAR datasets as input, we proposed an LSTM neural network 

model for signature verification in this research. The prediction power of our model is very remarkable: While 

CEDAR's LSTM ran for 2.98 seconds, USTig's ran for 1.67 seconds, and both achieved 87.7 percent accuracy in 

classification. In comparison to previous offline signature verification methods, our suggested technique 

achieves higher accuracy, surpassing SURF, Harris, CNN, K-nearest neighbour, and support vector machine 

[10,14].  

Accurately and robustly verifying the authenticity of official papers such bank checks, certificates, contract 

forms, bonds, etc., is still a tough issue. If the signatures on the papers match the original signatures of the 

authorized individual, then it may be said that the documents are authentic. It is assumed that the signatures of 

authorized individuals are known in advance. [2] This study presents a new set of features for signature 

verification that are based on the quasi-straightness of border pixel runs. After obtaining the feature set from 

different classes of quasi-straight lines, we use elementary combinations of the directional codes from the 

signature border pixels to extract the segments of these lines. A strong feature set for signature verification is 

produced by the quasi-straight line segments, which combine straightness with tiny curvatures. Utilizing 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) for classification, we have shown efficacy on industry-standard signature 

datasets such as CEDAR and GPDS-100. In comparison to the current state of the art, the findings show that the 

suggested technique performs better [20].  

Fuzzy shape modeling and dynamic characteristics taken from online signature data form the basis of a 

novel online signature verification system presented in this work. Segmenting at geometric extrema instead of 

pulling features from a signature allows for feature extraction and fuzzy modeling of each segment. By using a 

dynamic temporal warping approach, which offers segment-to-segment correspondence, the two samples are 

aligned to a minimal distance. 3, 29 The next stage involves applying fuzzy modeling to the retrieved 

characteristics. To determine whether a test sample is real or fake, a user-dependent threshold is used. Skillful 

and random forgeries are used to test the accuracy of the suggested method. This is accomplished by conducting 

a number of tests on the SVC2004 and SUSIG benchmark datasets, both of which are accessible to the public. 

The efficacy of this approach is shown by the experimental outcomes acquired on these datasets.  

Based on our research into dynamic signatures, we provide a novel method for identity verification in this work. 

In the context of biometrics, the issue at hand seems to be of paramount importance. Considering dynamic 

signature attributes (e.g., velocity, pen pressure, etc.) greatly improves the effectiveness of signature 

verification. These traits are hard to fake since they are unique to each person. An investigation of the 

signature's dynamics may be used to further increase the verification's efficacy. Thinking about the signature's 

properties in the parts termed partitions is a well-known approach. We provide a novel partitioning-based 

identity verification approach in this research. The partitions stand for the user's signature moments in time. 

Partitions where the user established more solid reference signatures during acquisition phase are given more 

weight in the categorization procedure. Utilizing the capabilities of fuzzy set theory and building adaptable 

neuro-fuzzy systems and an interpretable classification system for final signature classification are other 

essential elements of our technique [3,29]. Included in this study are the simulation findings for the two dynamic 

signature databases that are presently available: the free SVC2004 database and the commercial BioSecure 

database.  

An important challenge in biometrics is the authentication of identity via authenticity evaluation of handwritten 

signatures. Considering the dynamics of the signing process, there are several efficient approaches for verifying 

signatures. Among them, methods based on partitioning are quite significant. [5]Our research presents a novel 

method for signature partitioning. To improve the accuracy of the test signature analysis, its most valuable 

feature is the ability to choose and analyze hybrid partitions. The signature's vertical and horizontal axes work 

together to create partitions. The three vertical parts represent the beginning, middle, and end of the signature 

procedure. Also, on a graphics tablet, the signature regions for high and low pen pressure and velocity are on the 

horizontal parts. Three, four, twelve, and thirteenThis paper's method is based on our earlier work on the 

dynamic signature's vertical and horizontal parts, which were developed separately. Among other things, section 

selection lets us specify the partition stability of the signing process, which in turn promotes more stable 
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signature regions. The suggested technique was tested using two databases: the publicly available MCYT-100 

and the paid BioSecure.  

 

III. METHODOLOGY 
i) Proposed Work: 

To extract characteristics from signature photos, the suggested method use a hybrid technique. It 

integrates two methods that are great at collecting gradient information and complicated patterns: Convolutional 

Neural Networks (CNNs) and Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOGs) [39]. Feature extraction is followed by 

the use of Decision Trees to prioritize the features. By eliminating extraneous data and improving classification 

accuracy, this approach produces a feature vector that includes just the most important parts, making it more 

efficient for classification tasks, particularly in signature recognition.We achieved a perfect score of 100 for 

improved signature verification using the project's other components, which include an Xception, a feature 

extraction method (HOG-RFE), and a voting classifier for dataset analysis. Using CNN and HOG a Multi-

Classification Approach. To guarantee practical usability in cybersecurity apps, a user-friendly Flask framework 

with SQLite integration makes registration and signin for user testing a breeze.  

ii) Network Design:"A Hybrid Method of Feature Extraction for Signatures Verification" is the name of the 

project. The design of the system is multi-stage, and it uses convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and hidden 

Markov models (HOGs) for classification. The procedure starts with training set signature image preprocessing, 

and then uses a CNN and HOG hybrid method to extract features. Various classifiers, such as SVM, KNN, 

LSTM, and a Voting Classifier, are trained using the collected features [2]. Also included in the extension are 

Voting Classifier, HOG-RFE, and Xception. Before being tested against the database, signature photos are 

preprocessed and feature extracted in the testing step. To provide a strong and accurate multi-classification 

approach to signature verification, the verification process uses the knowledge base and multiple classifiers to 

distinguish between real and fake signatures.  

 

 
 

This section provides a concise description of the feature extraction approach and classification 

algorithms used by the signature verification system. This signature classification approach is suggested for use 

with the following two feature extraction techniques and three classifiers.This research used the HOG method to 

extract features from signature photos. Dalal and Triggs first proposed trait shape representation at the 2005 

CVPR conference, and HOG was used to implement it. One common use of Histograms of Oriented Gradients 

(HOG) is in person detection. 35 and 36 For the purpose of detecting and recognizing trademark photos, this 

research used HOG as a feature extraction methodology either alone or in combination with the CNN method.  

iii) Collecting datasets: We investigate the CEDAR and UTSig databases to learn about their layout, 

characteristics, and contents. At this stage, we import the datasets, analyze the statistics, visualize the samples, 

and learn about the distribution of real and fake signatures.  
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iv) Image Processing: 

When it comes to autonomous driving systems, object identification relies heavily on image processing, which 

involves a number of critical phases. The first step is to optimize the input picture for analysis and modification 

by turning it into a blob object. The next step is to specify which object classes the algorithm should look for by 

defining their classes. In the same breath, bounding boxes are defined, defining the areas of the picture that are 

of interest and where objects are supposed to be. An essential step for efficient numerical computing and 

analysis is the conversion of the processed data into a NumPy array.  

The next step is to load a pre-trained model that makes use of previous information from large datasets. To do 

this, it is necessary to read the pre-trained model's network layers, which include the parameters and learnt 

characteristics that are critical for precise object identification. In addition, the extraction of output layers allows 

for successful object discrimination and categorization and provides final predictions.  

Additionally, the picture and annotation file are attached in the image processing pipeline, guaranteeing 

thorough information for the next analysis. A mask is made to emphasize important characteristics, and the 

color space is changed by changing it from BGR to RGB. The last step is to reduce the image's size so it can be 

better processed and analyzed. This all-encompassing image processing workflow lays the groundwork for 

reliable object recognition in the ever-changing environment of autonomous driving systems, which improves 

road safety and decision-making capacities.  

v) Feature Extraction: This machine learning technique allows us to decrease the amount of processing 

resources required without sacrificing any vital or relevant information. In order to handle data efficiently, it is 

necessary to reduce its dimensionality, and feature extraction helps with that. To rephrase, feature extraction is 

the process of developing improved features from the source data while retaining all of the relevant information. 

Data having many characteristics, some of which can be superfluous or unimportant, is typical when working 

with huge datasets, particularly in fields like signal processing, image processing, or natural language 

processing. Algorithms may function more efficiently and quickly after feature extraction simplifies the data.  

• Lowering the Computational Cost: Machine learning algorithms can operate more rapidly with reduced data 

dimensionality. When dealing with complicated algorithms or massive datasets, this becomes even more crucial.  

• Enhanced Efficiency: Less features usually means higher performance for algorithms. Because extraneous 

information is filtered out, the algorithm is able to zero down on the crucial parts of the data.  

For models to be able to generalize well to new, unknown data, it is important to prevent overfitting, which may 

happen when there are too many features. This is something that feature extraction may help you avoid by 

making the model simpler.  

• Deeper Data Understanding: By identifying and highlighting key elements, we may get a better grasp of the 

processes that created the data.  

the sixth section, algorithms:  

The model is able to pick up on subtle patterns and variances because it uses convolutional neural networks 

(CNNs), a kind of deep learning architecture, to learn features automatically and hierarchically from signature 

photos. The hybrid technique brings together the best features of both approaches and makes use of HOG's 

superiority in capturing local gradient information [45,48,49]. This complementary set of features makes the 

system a powerful tool for authentication and verification by increasing the precision and speed of signature 

verification and facilitating the efficient classification of signatures across various classes.  
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Support Vector Machine is a supervised learning method that may be used to classification and regression 

issues. Using the characteristics acquired from CNN and HOG, SVM may be used to signature verification to 

categorize signatures into multiple groups. With support vector machines (SVMs), a hyperplane is found whose 

margin between classes' characteristics is maximized. 

 

 
 

For classification problems, K-Nearest Neighbors is an easy-to-understand and -use method. It takes the feature 

space's majority class as the basis for classifying additional data points, up to a maximum of K neighbors. Using 

features collected using CNN and HOG, this project can use KNN to categorize signatures. 

 
 

LSTM is a specific kind of RNN that was developed for the purpose of modeling sequential data. For this 

project, LSTM may be used to process time-series data pertaining to signatures or feature extractions from CNN 

and HOG. I have read [57,58] When it comes to sequential signature data, LSTM is able to pick up on patterns 

and long-term dependencies, which helps with signature verification. 
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Xception is an architecture for deep learning that use depthwise separable convolutions to classify images. In 

order to integrate spatial information across channels, this invention uses a 1x1 convolution after conducting 

depthwise convolutions on each input channel. By using this route, Xception is able to reduce computing 

complexity without sacrificing accuracy, making it more parameter-efficient than conventional systems. In 

particular, Xception has done quite well in computer vision tasks that call on the extraction of hierarchical 

features from raw data. 

 

 
 

For the purpose of making predictions, a Voting Classifier integrates several machine learning models. 

Combining Random Forest (RF) with Decision Trees (DT) is what it does here. As an ensemble learning 

technique, Random Forest constructs a number of decision trees and then averages their forecasts. For 

categorization purposes, decision trees are useful since they resemble trees. To enhance the model's overall 

prediction accuracy and resilience, the Voting Classifier combines RF and DT via a voting mechanism. 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Precision: The accuracy rate, or precision, is the percentage of true positives relative to the total number of 

occurrences or samples. Consequently, the following is the formula for determining the accuracy:  

Preciseness is TP divided by (TP plus FP), which is the sum of true positives and false positives.  

 

 
 

Recall: The capacity of a model to detect all significant occurrences of a given class is measured by recall, a 

statistic in machine learning. The completeness of a model in capturing instances of a particular class is shown 

by the ratio of properly predicted positive observations to the total actual positives. 

 

 

 
 

Accuracy: To gauge how well a model performs in general, we may look at its accuracy, which is defined as 

the percentage of right predictions in a classification test. 
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F1 Score: The F1 Score is an appropriate metric for unbalanced datasets because it provides a balanced 

assessment that takes into account both false positives and false negatives. It is calculated as the harmonic mean 

of recall and accuracy. 
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V. CONCLUSION 
Effective signature verification is the goal of this study, which presents a hybrid approach that uses 

CNN and HOG.To optimize the combined feature extraction technique and guarantee its efficacy and accuracy, 

Decision Trees are used. A variety of feature sets collected from CNN, HOG, and Xception are used to train the 
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models, showcasing how versatile the suggested technique is. In terms of successfully categorizing signatures 

using the collected features, the selected classifiers—Support Vector Machine (SVM), K-Nearest Neighbors 

(KNN), and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)—show to be effective. A Flask-based user interface is created 

to make the process of uploading and analyzing signature images simple.Integrating user authentication 

enhances the system's usability and security. In dataset analysis, advanced models such as Xception, HOG-RFE 

for feature extraction, and a Voting Classifier accomplish an astounding 100% accuracy [45].Because of its high 

reliability and performance, this is a great option for signature verification with CNN and HOG. During system 

testing, data is entered to evaluate performance, and the user experience is generally improved by integrating a 

user-friendly Flask interface. By limiting access to the system to authorized users only, secure authentication 

improves the system's security.  

Seventh, the Aims for the Future  

Important to the verification of signatures is the feature extraction procedure. The goal of improving 

this procedure is to make the verification system more accurate and dependable by better capturing the 

distinctive qualities of signatures. The signature verification method is anticipated to perform better overall with 

improved feature extraction. This involves improving the system's capacity to detect fake or authentic 

signatures, decreasing the number of false positives and negatives, and boosting accuracy. [48] The signature 

verification system's usefulness may be increased by tailoring it to various uses, such e-signatures and mobile 

authentication. The technology may be used in several types of secure access points because of this diversity, 

which can meet more demands. Making the system more accessible and user-friendly via UI refinement is 

crucial for increasing adoption. Financial transactions and security access points are two examples of 

applications that greatly benefit from real-time inference. Practical application in situations where speedy 

verification is crucial for security and efficiency is achieved by optimizing the model to offer quick and accurate 

results in real-time circumstances.  
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